
DOUBLE HUNG
& DOUBLE SLIDER

WINDOWS

Performance by d� ign

VINYL WINDOW SYSTEMS
“F” SERIES



Enhance the beauty of your home
These attractive, energy effi cient and low 
maintenance windows are manufactured 
with superior vinyl frames and components 
made from impact modifi ed durable resins.  

The design of this PVC Double Hung and 
Double Slider window system features sash 
profi les that allow for maximum sunlight, 
yet sound structural integrity.  Our glazing 
method combines the strength of the thermal 
glass units with that of fully welded sashes.

Our profi les are made from unplasticized solid 
vinyl (uPVC) that is virtually maintenance 
free.  All that is required is an occasional 
cleaning with soap and water.  They never 
need painting.  The profi les are unaffected 
by environmental pollution.  They will not 
rust, corrode, pit, swell or blister.

Uniquely Designed Window System
01. All profi les are produced from our exclusive Duratron™ Vinyl Formula of impact modifi ed, colour 

stabilized, durable PVC resin.
02. Multiple cavities in profi les for greater insulation and strength.
03. The Hung version of this window system also comes in a sloped sill version for excellent water run off.
04. Sloped sill window features a “sill snubber” to enhance structural integrity of the window.
05. Symmetrically welded frames to virtually eliminate air and water infi ltration.
06. Fusion welded sash for strength with tilt in feature for easy cleaning.
07. Double seal weather stripping for protection against drafts and water.  All seals are easily replaced.
08. Proprietary balance covers to seal windows against the elements.
09. Proprietary tilt latches on either end of meeting rail are recessed into the sash for strength and a 

clean, fl ush appearance.
10. Attractive integrated lift rail makes it easy to raise and lower the window.
11. Exterior glazing is available in 3/4" overall dimension giving clean inside appearance to window.  

Inquire about energy effi cient options such as low-E glass, window fi lms and gas fi lled 
(Argon) units.

12. Sash profi les are slim to allow maximum sunlight yet strong and structurally sound.
13. Tested to exceed requirements of AAMA-ISA / AAMA 101 / A440 / 05.

The double hung window tilts in for easy cleaning from 
the inside.  It features a positive locking mechanism for 
increased air-tightness.  Our proprietary latch is installed 
under the meeting rail for a clean interior appearance.

The double slider window is available as a slide only or with 
a lift-out sash that can be removed for easy cleaning from 
the inside.

The frame is available without a nailing fl ange for retrofi t 
applications.

Appearance, Service & Comfort

Inquire about our various, energy effi cient, glass options.

Cross Section of Double Hung

Double Hung 
window with 
symmetric 
fully welded 
frame.

DOUBLE HUNG & DOUBLE SLIDER WINDOWS

Double Hung Two or more Double Hungs
Mulled Together

Picture Window with
Double Hung Flankers

Double Slider

Windows can be mixed and matched 
into countless confi gurations including 
combining operating and fi xed glass 
windows and are adaptable to your 
specifi c building or renovation projects.

Double Hung 
window with 
sloped sill.

The latches are recessed into the sash 
profi le for strength and a neat, fl ush 
appearance.

The sloped sill version of the Double 
Hung window features a “sill snubber”, 
which greatly enhances the structural 
integrity of the window.

These windows come with 
proprietary and unique balance 
covers, which feature integral 
soft vinyl air seals.
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Plastmo is supplying the PVC profi les and certain other parts for the line of 
windows shown in the foregoing literature, but does not manufacture the 
fi nished windows.  Plastmo assumes no responsibility for fi nished windows 
including any cost, expenses, damages, or injury, which may arise from the 
use of such fi nished windows.
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